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Are educatededucated All social workers have at least a
bachelor’s degree in social work. Most have a
master’s degree and many have a doctorate.
Social workers must be licensed by the state to
use the title of ‘social worker.’
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Are experiencedexperienced- Social workers take pride in
being the only professionals trained to work with
people in their environment, looking at all
dimensions of the individual’s life. Our training
comes from a nationwide system of accredited
education programs, and is reinforced with
practice standards, credentials, and state
licensing regulations.
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Are everywhereeverywhere- Ohio is home to more than
22,000 licensed social workers. Nationally,
social workers are the largest provider of mental
health services (more than counselors,
psychologists, and psychiatrists combined!).
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Are DiverseDiverse- Social workers are trained in a
generalist perspective with an emphasis on
social justice. After graduation, social workers go
on to work in nearly every type of setting from
health care, to child welfare, to aging, to
community practice, to policy work, and more!
Social workers work in more than 100 different
practice areas.
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Social Workers Help–
Help– Every day across
the state workers change the lives of individuals, families, and communities
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March is Social Work Month - Take
time to thank the social workers in
your life.
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